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Financial Highlights

New Gold is an intermediate gold producer with operating mines in 

Canada, Mexico, the United States and Australia and development projects 

in Canada and Chile. With a strong liquidity position, a simplified balance 

sheet and an experienced management team and Board of Directors, the 

Company has a solid platform to continue to execute its growth strategy. 
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NOTES
1.  We use certain non-GAAP financial performance measures 

throughout this Review. Total cash costs per gold ounce sold, 
average realized price, average realized margin, operating 
margin, adjusted net earnings, adjusted net earnings per share 
and cash generated from operations, excluding working capital 
changes and income taxes paid, are non-GAAP financial 
performance measures with no standard meaning under IFRS.

2. The calculation of total cash costs per gold ounce sold is net 
of by-product silver and copper revenues. If silver and copper 
revenues were treated as co-products, co-product total cash 
costs for the three months ended December 31, 2012 would 
be $680 per ounce of gold (2011 – $684); $13.50 per ounce  
of silver (2011 – $13.86); and $1.62 per pound of copper  
(2011 – $1.90). For the year ended December 31, 2012,  
co-product cash costs would be $679 per ounce of gold  
(2011 – $628); $13.36 per ounce of silver (2011 – $14.99);  
and $1.72 per pound of copper (2011 – $1.90).

3. Assumptions used in this Review include gold, silver and  
copper prices of $1,600 per ounce, $30.00 per ounce and 
$3.50 per pound, respectively, and Canadian dollar, Australian 
dollar and Mexican peso exchange rates of $1.00, $1.00 and 
$13.00 to the U.S. dollar, respectively.

4. Notes to the Mineral Reserve and Resource estimates begin on 
page 20.
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Operating Information

Gold production (oz) 411,892 387,155  382,911
Gold sales (oz) 395,535 391,890 369,077
Average realized price (US$/oz) 1,551 1,460 1,194
Total cash costs (US$/oz),  
 net of by-product sales 421 446 418
Measured and Indicated gold resources,  
 inclusive of reserves (million oz) 21.4 18.8 13.1

Financial Information

Revenues  791.3 695.9    530.5
Earnings from mine operations 330.6 315.2    204.3
Net earnings  199.0 179.0 47.5
Net cash generated from operations 235.8 229.5 186.5
Cash and cash equivalents 687.8 309.4    490.8

Share Data

Earnings per basic share from continuing operations 0.43 0.42 0.15
Adjusted net earnings per basic share 0.40 0.44 0.30
Outstanding shares (basic) at December 31 (millions) 476 461 399



In 2012, New Gold continued its strong record 
of growth, meeting operational targets for the 
fourth year in a row and setting new highs for the 
metrics that matter to investors – gold resources, 
production, margins, earnings and cash flow. 
With the start of commercial production at the 
New Afton Mine in the third quarter, New Gold 
demonstrated the robust cash flow potential of 
our now four operating mines. Plus, New Gold 
has two fully funded, world-class development 
projects underway that are expected to more 
than double our production when they  
come on stream.

About New Gold Inc.

New Gold is an intermediate gold mining company with a portfolio of four producing assets and 
two significant development projects. The combination of the New Afton Mine in Canada, the 
Cerro San Pedro Mine in Mexico, the Mesquite Mine in the United States and Peak Mines in 
Australia positions New Gold as one of the lowest-cost producers in the industry. In 2013, the 
Company is forecasting between 440,000 and 480,000 ounces of gold production. In addition to 
its four operating mines, New Gold owns 100% of the exciting Blackwater project in Canada and 
30% of the world-class El Morro project located in Chile.
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To a large extent, our record reflects our 
integrated approach to the business. Our 
focus on building shareholder value relies, 
in turn, on the welfare of our employees, 
the environment and the communities that 
welcome us into their midst. These are all 
essential, interlocking aspects of our 
success. In a very real sense, we are 
growing together. 

Let us give you some highlights of our 
2012 record and our expectations for  
the future.

Higher production, lower costs:  
During 2012, our operations delivered on 
guidance for the fourth year in a row, with 
higher production, lower costs, expanded 
margins and rising cash flow, all of which 
we expect to improve further this year. 
Our gold production was up six percent 
last year, and 2013 should be even better 
with our production expected to grow by 
another 12 percent. Our total cash costs 
came down by $25 per ounce last year, 
despite cost pressures in the industry.  
We are targeting another $145 per ounce 
reduction in total cash costs in 2013. 

Since the seminal combination of New 
Gold and Western Goldfields in mid-2009, 
gold production has increased by 
36 percent, while in terms of costs, we’ve 
gone from being in the highest quartile  
in the industry to now the lowest quartile.

New Gold is becoming distinguished 

for its low costs, high margins  

and exceptional growth potential 

based on the prospects for organic 

growth alone.

Expanding margins: In the fourth 
quarter of 2012, the first with New Afton  
in full production, we had the highest 
margins in our history, and they should 
grow again in 2013. Our average realized 
margin for 2012 was $1,130 per ounce, 
including a quarterly record of $1,324 per 
ounce in the fourth quarter. So we have 
both expanding production and increasing 
margins, which should have a dramatic 
impact on the financial results of  
our Company.

We are fortunate to have four operating 
mines that are consistent producers, all in 
low-risk political jurisdictions where local 
communities welcome the jobs and 
broader economic, health and social 
benefits of our activities. Our silver and 
copper by-products, as we’ve been 
demonstrating over the past few years, 
continue to act as an effective economic 
hedge that can offset certain of the cost 
pressures that are happening across the 
gold industry.

New Afton start-up: We want to extend 
special congratulations to our New Afton 
team who brought the mine into full 
production ahead of schedule in 
September. New Gold looks forward to 
2013 with a full year of contribution from 
New Afton expected to result in significant 
increases in both gold and copper 
production as well as in lower total  
cash costs.  

Fellow Shareholders, 

2012 was another important year for New Gold in which the team 

set new records for operating performance, achieved strong financial 

results, and buttressed our foundations for growth. As a result, we 

are well positioned to excel in the measures that underpin future 

value creation and support the appreciation of our share price. 

2012
Randall Oliphant
Executive Chairman

Robert Gallagher
President and Chief  
Executive Officer
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Exploration success: Our exploration 
team delivered some exciting news in 
2012. Overall, they expanded Measured 
and Indicated (M&I) resources by 
10 percent per share, including an absolute 
49 percent increase at our Blackwater 
project, which we have only begun to 
explore. At New Afton, having only just 
started to actively explore for additional 
reserves in mid-2012, we had a very 
pleasant surprise when drilling brought 
additional resources into reserves, 
extending the mine life from 12 to 14 years. 
For the year, increases in proven and 
probable reserves at New Afton and Peak 
Mines partially offset mine depletion at our 
four operating assets. We think these 
results are a harbinger of things to come. 
This year we are looking to increase 
resources again at Blackwater, at New 
Afton in the C-Zone and at our Peak Mines, 
which year after year keeps replacing what 
it takes out of the ground.

Growing “per share” value: As a 
management team, we are focused  
on enhancing the value of each of our 
assets. For the fourth year in a row,  
we achieved “per share” growth in 
Measured and Indicated resources, with  
a 10 percent increase. Since 2009,  
M&I resources per share have grown 
42 percent to 21.4 million ounces of gold. 
That’s the lifeblood of our Company that 
underpins our future production and 
future cash flows. 

This crucial value enhancement is also 
reflected in New Gold’s net asset value 
(NAV) per share as well as our share price 
performance. Our NAV per share growth 
since mid-2009 has been a key driver of 
our share price performance, which has 
risen 239 percent since that time. We are 
very mindful of per share metrics and 
delivering to our shareholders, being 
shareholders ourselves.

Progress at Blackwater: Our 
development team made significant strides 
forward in 2012 at our exciting Blackwater 
project in British Columbia. These included 
completion of the Preliminary Economic 
Assessment (PEA) and consultations with 
local First Nations whose support and 
participation are important to us.  

In 2013, our focus is on completing the  
feasibility study for Blackwater, which we 
believe will become our flagship asset 
producing in the order of 500,000 ounces 
of gold per year. 

We look forward to building on these 
achievements in 2013, especially with a 
full year of production at New Afton and 
an aggressive exploration program at 
Blackwater. Our ability to prosper will 
depend on three crucial factors: 

1/Balance sheet strength: Our balance 
sheet is stronger and more flexible than it 
has ever been, largely thanks to initiatives 
that included retiring restrictive debt and 
putting in place longer-term and lower-
interest debt that gives the Company 
more flexibility. We are now into a phase 
of generating plenty of free cash flow, 
which should continue to make our 
balance sheet that much stronger.

2/Mining responsibly: We take very 
seriously our responsibility to our 
employees, the environment and local 
communities, and show it in our actions. 
Here are few examples: 

We once again improved our safety 
performance company-wide in 2012 to a 
level of lost-time injury that is about a 
quarter of the international average. 
Notably, Cerro San Pedro Mine achieved 
over one million hours without a lost-time 
incident. On the environmental front, the 
Mesquite Mine was certified under the 
International Cyanide Management Code 
and we are well on our way to achieving 
certification at our Cerro San Pedro  
and Peak Mines operations. 

Our mines continued to share the benefits 
of development with local communities.  
To cite just one example, Cerro San 
Pedro’s community work has included 
providing an expanded potable water 
supply and electrical distribution. A crucial 
aspect of success at our sites is nurturing  
and maintaining good relations with 
indigenous peoples. At the Blackwater 
project, a team personally led by  
Bob Gallagher made important headway 
in talks with local First Nations groups 
where we completed exploration 
agreements and initiated discussions 
toward Participation Agreements.  
At the El Morro project, our partner, 
Goldcorp Inc., is working hard to  
enhance consultations with local 
indigenous groups.

3/An exceptional Board: Our Board of 
Directors is a terrific team with experience 
in building mines, operating mines, 
running bullion desks, building companies 
and creating value for shareholders. As 
significant shareholders themselves, their 
interests are fully aligned with our 
approach to generating returns in a 
responsible way. 

With the results we  

expect to have in 2013, 

we think that New Gold 

could be the lowest-cost 

gold producer in the 

world, in stable mining 

jurisdictions, with the  

best growth profile in  

the business.
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The Path Forward

New Gold is fortunate to have the assets, 
the cash flow, and the balance sheet 
strength and flexibility to pursue 
transformative organic growth. Although 
we will assess acquisition opportunities as 
they arise, they must be truly compelling 
to pass muster, just as our Blackwater 
acquisition did in 2011. However, we 
believe it is organic growth that combines 
the lowest risk with the highest possible 
reward.

Our efforts are already underway. 

With New Afton continuing to ramp up 
smoothly, the team is now exploring 
opportunities to further enhance the value 
of the asset. We are investigating strategies 
to increase the mining and milling rate 
beyond the nameplate capacity of 11,000 
tonnes per day (tpd) on a sustainable 
basis, with an initial target of increasing 
throughput to an average of 12,000 tpd, or 
an increase of nine percent over the design 
rate, by the end of 2013. At the same time, 
we are already looking at options to 
increase our sustainable throughput above 
12,000 tpd in 2014 and beyond.

Exploration-wise, we want to know how 
much more metal is in the ground at  
New Afton. Drilling is underway in the 
mine’s C-Zone, which lies below the 
existing reserves, to determine the 
potential to expand the zone’s resource 
two- to threefold. Already, we expect  
New Afton to contribute approximately  
50 percent of New Gold’s cash flow in 
2013. The potential mill throughput 
increase, as well as exploration upside, 
could make New Afton an even more 
significant contributor in the coming years.

The potential for increasing gold 
resources at our development projects is 
truly exciting. 

At Blackwater, we drilled out the project’s 
namesake ore body in 2012, but the 
intriguing question for our exploration team 
is: given all that we’ve learned about 
Blackwater so far, where is the next 
“Blackwater” hiding? We are aggressively 
exploring for another discovery in the highly 
prospective Blackwater region that could 
be a real game changer.

There is also terrific upside at El Morro, an 
advanced stage, world-class gold/copper 
project in northern Chile. New Gold is a 
30 percent partner in the project, with 
Goldcorp as the project operator. Based 
on the feasibility study completed in late 
2011, New Gold’s 30 percent share of 
annual production is expected to be over 
90,000 ounces of gold and 85 million 
pounds of copper over an initial 17-year 
mine life. But the true potential of El Morro 
has yet to be determined. Two principal 
zones of gold/copper mineralization have 
been identified to date: the originally 
discovered El Morro deposit and the La 
Fortuna deposit, which lie about four 
kilometres apart. At present, reserves are 
entirely located in the La Fortuna deposit. 
Future exploration will test the potential to 
bulk mine gold and copper situated below 
the current La Fortuna open pit as well as 
the namesake El Morro deposit.

When they come on stream, Blackwater 
and El Morro are expected to more than 
double the Company’s production base  
at low costs. These two assets provide 

New Gold shareholders with significant 
gold and copper resource exposure.

A bright future: It is now nearly four years 
since the combination of New Gold and 
Western Goldfields in mid-2009. In that 
time, New Gold has moved to the lowest 
industry quartile in terms of costs; we have 
successfully built and started a new mine; 
our suite of assets has emerged as truly 
world-class; our gold resource per share 
has grown by over 40 percent; and we 
have transitioned from a company 
consuming cash flow of over $200 million  
per year to one with potential to generate 
meaningful free cash flow. In the future, we 
anticipate higher production, lower costs, 
wider margins and growing cash flows.

While the broader industry has faced 
headwinds, and our share price has 
reflected these challenges in early 2013, 
our singular focus continues to be on 
getting the job done, achieving the targets 
we set for ourselves, and managing the 
factors we can control in the gold 
business. We believe that by continuing to 
execute, and continuing to focus on 
accretive per share growth, we will build 
value for our shareholders as well as for 
our employees and local communities that 
make our success possible. Thank you for 
your continued support in our 
endeavours.

Yours sincerely,

Randall Oliphant, Executive Chairman

Robert Gallagher, President and  
Chief Executive Officer

New Gold is fortunate  

to have the assets,  

the cash flow, and the 

balance sheet strength 

and flexibility to  

pursue transformative 

organic growth. 
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2012 Scorecard
• Achieved guidance for the fourth year in a row, with record gold 

production of 411,892 ounces at total cash costs per ounce of $421

• Delivered shareholders a record margin of $1,130 per ounce, including  
a quarterly record of $1,324 per ounce in the fourth quarter

• Achieved full production at the New Afton Mine ahead of schedule

• Finished 2012 with highest ever year-end cash balance of $688 million 
and all corporate debt due in 2020 or beyond

• Increased resources by 49 percent at the Blackwater project, which  
we have only begun to explore

• Outperformed the S&P/TSX gold index by 25 percent

2013 Targets
• Forecasting an additional 12 percent gold production growth

• Targeting a further ~$145 per ounce reduction in total cash costs

• Complete Blackwater Feasibility Study

• Increase resources organically at Blackwater, New Afton C-Zone  
and Peak Mines

• Build increased flexibility through free cash flow generation
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Operating Highlights

With the New Afton Mine achieving full production in 2012, New 

Gold now has four operations with a record of strong performance, 

all located in low-risk, politically stable jurisdictions with successful 

mining histories. In 2013, New Gold is positioned for higher gold 

production, lower cash costs and increased cash flow generation.

Rising Production

Gold: In 2012, New Gold delivered on its 
operational guidance for the fourth 
consecutive year. This performance, 
combined with continued strength in 
commodity prices, resulted in New Gold 
generating strong financial results, 
including net earnings of $199 million.

•  2012 gold production increased 

by 6 percent to 411,892 ounces 

from 387,155 ounces. 

•  2012 total cash costs  

decreased to $421 per ounce 

from $446 per ounce.

The increase in gold production was 
driven by a combination of the successful 
production start at our New Afton Mine 
and a 12 percent increase in gold 
production at our Peak Mines during  
the year. This was partially offset by 
production declines at Mesquite and 
Cerro San Pedro resulting from lower 
grades being placed on the leach pads, 
as expected from the mines’ plans.

Copper and silver: Copper production 
increased by 236 percent when 
compared to 2011. The increase was  
due to the combination of the successful 
New Afton start-up and a 13 percent 
increase in copper production at Peak 
Mines. Silver production at Cerro San 
Pedro Mine remained consistent with the  
prior year. 

Falling Cash Costs

For the full year 2012, the Company’s total 
cash costs of $421 per ounce were within 
the guidance range of $410 to $430 per 
ounce set in early 2012. 

Through its by-product 

commodities, and the natural 

economic hedge they provide 

against many of the Company’s 

input costs, New Gold has been 

able to deliver a decrease in total 

cash costs despite continued 

broader industry cost pressures.



Wider Margins

A combination of higher realized gold 
prices and lower total cash costs resulted 
in New Gold achieving a record average 
realized margin of $1,130 per ounce for 
the year.

2013 and Beyond

The fourth quarter of 2012 provided a first 
look at the robust cash flow potential of 
our four operating mines. The start-up  
of low-cost production at New Afton  
was reflected in strong cash flow for the 
quarter and record cash flow for the year 
of $236 million.

New Gold expects the trend of 

higher production, lower costs, 

wider margins and increased cash 

flow to continue in 2013. 

The Company forecasts gold production 
of 440,000 to 480,000 ounces at total 
cash costs of $265 to $285 per ounce.
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New Afton Mine

New Afton, New Gold’s newest mine, achieved production  

targets ahead of schedule in 2012 and is expected to contribute 

approximately 50 percent of New Gold’s cash flow in 2013.  

Exciting potential exists to further increase New Afton’s contribution 

through enhancements to mill throughput and aggressive  

exploration in the highly prospective C-Zone. 

AT-A-GLANCE

2012 Production:
Gold: 36,807 ounces
Copper: 28.5 million pounds
Total cash costs/ounce 
(net of by-product sales): ($1,043)

2013 Targets:
Production
Gold: 75,000 to 85,000 ounces
Copper: 66 to 74 million pounds
Total cash costs/ounce (net of  
by-product sales): ($1,410) to ($1,390) 

Located 10 kilometres from Kamloops, 
British Columbia, the New Afton Mine is a 
very low-cost gold and copper producer 
with significant upside potential. New 
Afton achieved production start-up in 
June 2012, and ramped up to design 
capacity of 11,000 tonnes per day (tpd) in 
September, ahead of schedule. After an 
auspicious fourth quarter in 2012, both 
gold and copper production are expected 
to more than double in 2013, driven by a 
full year of production, increased 
recoveries and higher copper grades.

In 2013, new value-enhancing initiatives 
are underway. The team is evaluating 
opportunities to increase the mining 
and milling rate beyond the current 
nameplate capacity of 11,000 tpd. In the 
fourth quarter, mill throughput averaged 
approximately 11,700 tpd, which bodes 
well for these efforts. 

As a next step, New Afton is targeting an 
increase in throughput to an average 
12,000 tpd, or a nine percent increase 
over the design rate, by the end of 2013.  
Since certain elements of the operation, 
including the underground gyratory 
crusher and mill, have significant excess 
capacity, we will then look at opportunities 
to move to an even higher rate in 2014 
and beyond. 

The target is 30,000 metres of 

C-Zone drilling to determine the 

potential to expand the zone’s 

resource two- to threefold. 

Exploration provides another promising 
aspect to New Afton’s potential, and has 
already resulted in a pleasant surprise.  
In 2012, drilling on the periphery of the 
historically mined open pit added  
two years to New Afton’s now 14-year 
mine life. In 2013, $10 million in mainly 
underground exploration will target 

Blackwater

New Afton

Mesquite

Cerro San Pedro

El Morro

Peak Mines



New Afton is committed to the local community. We have 
developed a Miner Training Program to ensure all of our 
workforce are equipped with the right skills to be safe and 
productive members of the New Gold team. Approximately  
75 percent of our employees were sourced from and live in the  
local community.
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expanding mineral resources to extend the 
mine life and provide additional ore sources 
to support increased mill throughput. 

The main focus is to define the outer limits 
and test the internal continuity of the 
C-Zone, which lies downdip of the existing 
reserves. The drilling, which began in 
2012, has already had some encouraging 
results, showing grades that compare 
favourably to current reserves. 

Our exploration team will also initiate a 
district reconnaissance drilling program  
to test new targets identified on our  
claim holdings in the greater Iron Mask 
mining district.

Capital expenditures at New Afton in 2012, 
net of pre-commercial production sales, 
totalled $302 million. This year, New 
Afton’s capital estimate is $110 million, of 
which $90 million relates to underground 
development and the targeted completion 
of 36 more drawbells (ore access  
points where the ore is removed) to 
provide additional flexibility for this block 
caving operation. 

Capital expenditures are expected to 
diminish in future years as projects 
optimizing the mine are brought to fruition. 

New Afton’s positive impact was 

already felt in 2012 and was largely 

responsible for the Company’s 

higher production and lower costs. 

With a full year of production in 2013,  
New Afton is expected to significantly 
increase New Gold’s gold and copper 
production as well as lower total cash 
costs. After copper sales are taken into 
account, New Afton’s total cash costs,  
net of by-product revenues, are  
expected to be negative $1,410 to 
negative $1,390 per ounce of gold. 

As well as its strong safety record, a 
crucial aspect of New Afton’s success is 
our excellent relations with First Nations 
bands, who are sharing in the benefits  
of the mine through a landmark 
Participation Agreement.

Looking ahead, we are excited about both 
the C-Zone exploration and throughput 
optimization initiatives, which together 
provide our Company with the potential to 
further extend the mine life and increase 
production at New Afton.
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AT-A-GLANCE

Blackwater Project

Acquired in 2011, the Blackwater project spans over 1,000 square 

kilometres in south-central British Columbia, an area with a strong 

mining tradition. Blackwater has robust production and cash flow 

generation potential, and is expected to have below industry average 

costs. This project has the potential to become New Gold’s biggest 

gold producer and flagship asset.

Measured and Indicated  
Gold Resource:
8.1 million ounces
Estimated Gold Production per year:
500,000 ounces
(Mineral Resources are not Mineral Reserves and 
do not have demonstrated economic viability.)

Exploration on this highly prospective 
property has only just begun. An 
aggressive exploration program in 2012, 
totalling over 270,000 metres of drilling 
project-wide, increased the project’s 
Measured and Indicated (M&I) gold 
resource by 49 percent as of year-end to 
approximately 8.1 million ounces of gold. 
Notes to Mineral Resource estimates 
begin on page 20.

Terrific potential remains. So far, the 
project’s known resource is located on 
the main Blackwater resource, which 
occupies just three square kilometres of 
the property. This year, 40,000 metres of 
exploration drilling is planned. The goal is 
to explore for satellite deposits and test 
potential extensions of the known 
resource. We are also excited about 
exploring the Capoose deposit, which lies 
about 25 kilometres from the main 
Blackwater resource. Capoose already 
has a known gold and silver resource. 
Drilling in 2013 will aim to expand and 
upgrade the resource. Elsewhere on this 
vast land package, specific drill targets 
have been identified and we now look 

forward to completion of a first pass of 
reconnaissance drilling.

New Gold’s President and CEO, 
Bob Gallagher, has personally led 
negotiations with local First Nations bands 
to develop mutually beneficial relations. Two 
exploration agreements with First Nations 
were signed in 2012, with the subsequent 
approval of a Multi-Year Area Based 
exploration permit. 

Good relations with First Nations 

bands are of paramount importance 

to us. 

This year, work is continuing on 
negotiating Participation Agreements 
which will ensure Aboriginal groups  
share in the benefits of the mine. A major 
asset for Blackwater in these talks is the 
great success for all sides that New Gold 
has achieved with the Participation 
Agreement at the New Afton Mine, also  
in British Columbia.  

Blackwater

New Afton

Mesquite

Cerro San Pedro

El Morro

Peak Mines



“We believe successful project development is based on 
protecting the environment, and working closely with Aboriginal 
peoples and local communities to achieve common goals. We  
are committed to making a positive contribution to the region.”

Bob Gallagher, President and CEO
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Good relations with non-Aboriginal 
communities are also essential. On this 
front, the team opened a regional office 
and a sample preparation lab in the local 
town of Vanderhoof which already  
provide a source of local employment. 
The Blackwater team’s diligence on all  
fronts was recognized in 2012 when it 
received the Northern British Columbia 
Prospector/Developer of the Year Award.

During 2012, the development team 

made significant progress on  

all fronts.

The Preliminary Economic Assessment for 
Blackwater was completed in September 
2012. It outlines the parameters of a 
conventional truck and shovel open pit 
mine with a 60,000 tonne per day 
processing plant with the potential to 
produce an average of over 500,000 
ounces of gold per year at below industry 
average cash costs. 

Consistent with original plans, 
construction is scheduled to begin in  
2015 with production start-up planned  
for 2017. 

Also in 2012, the team confirmed the 
access point for the power supply; 
initiated federal and provincial 
environmental processes; completed  
all key baseline studies; and completed  
a geotechnical investigation program.

As a next step, the team is targeting 
completion of the feasibility study by late 
2013. Work is underway to refine and 
optimize the project plan with various 
trade-off studies of such factors as 
equipment selection and size of the 
grinding circuit. The focus is on mining 
and processing the most profitable 
ounces. Other activities for 2013 include 
detailed infrastructure designs and 
completion of the Environmental 
Assessment Report for federal and 
provincial government approval. 

Development capital for Blackwater is 
estimated at $1.8 billion, inclusive of a 
$346 million contingency. During 2012,  
the Company spent $128 million on the 
exploration and development of the 
project. Total capital expenditures for 2013 
are planned at $60 million, of which  
$15 million is earmarked for capitalized 
exploration and $45 million for feasibility 
and related engineering studies, permitting, 
and camp/operating facilities.
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Cerro San Pedro Mine
Blackwater

New Afton

Mesquite

Cerro San Pedro

El Morro

Peak Mines

The Cerro San Pedro Mine had another 
strong year in 2012, producing gold and 
silver at among the lowest costs in the 
industry. Cerro San Pedro is an open pit, 
heap leach operation located in central 
Mexico, approximately 20 kilometres 
northeast of the state capital city of  
San Luis Potosí. 

In 2012, Cerro San Pedro continued 
its role as a strong contributor to 
New Gold’s success. While gold 
production was down slightly from the 
year before, as a result of a minor 
decrease in the average gold grade 
processed, silver production remained 
consistent. Total cash costs, net of 
by-product sales, were lower than 
guidance for the year, although they were 
up from a record-setting $115 per ounce 
in 2011 primarily due to a lower average 
realized silver price.

This year, increased gold grades should 
more than offset an expected decrease  
in tonnes processed. Silver production  
is expected to decline due to a 
combination of lower tonnes processed 
and a planned mining of lower silver 
grades. Total cash costs are expected to 
increase, primarily due to the decrease  
in silver by-product revenue. 

In 2013, Cerro San Pedro is 

expected to achieve an increase  

in gold production as mining  

moves to higher-grade zones. 

For 2013, $40 million in capital 
expenditures are planned at the mine, 
including funds for a final leach pad 
expansion. Cerro San Pedro’s life of mine 
plan indicates a steady and significant 
reduction in annual capital costs over the 
remainder of the mine life.

Cerro San Pedro is not only a steady 
performer, it also excels on the safety, 
environmental and community front. In  
the past year the mine achieved over one 
million man hours without a lost-time 
incident. It was recertified as compliant 
with ISO 14001 for its Environmental 
Management System. And it has been 
awarded the Corporate Social 
Responsibility seal by the Mexican 
Institute of Philanthropy for three years  
in a row.

With the prospect of increased gold 
production at low cost, Cerro San Pedro 
is again well positioned to contribute to 
New Gold’s growing cash flow. 

AT-A-GLANCE

2012 Production:
Gold: 137,555 ounces
Silver: 1.9 million ounces
Total cash costs/ounce 
(net of by-product sales): $232

2013 Targets:
Production
Gold: 140,000 to 150,000 ounces
Silver: 1.4 million to 1.6 million ounces
Total cash costs/ounce
(net of by-product sales): $375 to $395
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Mesquite

Mesquite Mine

2012 Production:
Gold: 142,008 ounces
Total cash costs/ounce: $690

2013 Targets: 
Production
Gold: 130,000 to 140,000 ounces
Total cash costs/ounce:
$830 to $850

The Mesquite Mine is a strong, steady 
performer in New Gold’s portfolio with a 
long, successful operating history. Located 
in Imperial County, California, Mesquite is 
an open pit, heap leach operation. With a 
10-plus-year mine life ahead, Mesquite will 
continue to be a key contributor to the 
operating cash flow that underpins New 
Gold’s financial flexibility and ability to fund 
its development projects.

Mesquite extended its track record as  
a solid performer in 2012, meeting 
guidance for gold production and beating 
guidance for total cash costs. While 
production was down slightly from 2011, 
this was expected due to the mine moving 
through a phase of ore that was below 
reserve grade. The processing of this ore 
combined with increased diesel prices led 
to a moderate increase in total cash costs 
over 2011. Recoveries at Mesquite’s heap 
leach operations are tracking according  
to plan.

In 2013, mining is scheduled to focus on a 
portion of the pit that has average grades 
below Mesquite’s global reserve grade. 
This, combined with a higher diesel price 
assumption, results in guidance for total 
cash costs increasing from 2012 levels.

Beyond 2013, Mesquite’s 

production is expected to  

increase to historical levels  

while costs decrease. 

Capital expenditures are scheduled  
to be $20 million in 2013, of which 
$7 million is for the purchase of two new 
trucks that should facilitate production 
increases in the coming years.

Mesquite typifies the strong, consistent 
performers in New Gold’s suite of 
operating mines that contribute to our 
growing cash flow. The Mesquite team  
is also to be congratulated for their 
exemplary safety performance in 2013, 
and for high environmental standards 
reflected in the operations certification 
under the International Cyanide 
Management Code.

Blackwater

New Afton

Cerro San Pedro

El Morro

Peak Mines
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AT-A-GLANCE

Peak Mines
Blackwater

New Afton

Mesquite

Cerro San Pedro

El Morro

Peak Mines

2012 Production:
Gold: 95,522 ounces
Copper: 14.4 million pounds
Total cash costs/ounce
(net of by-product sales): $764

2013 Targets:
Production
Gold: 95,000 to 105,000 ounces
Copper: 12 to 14 million pounds
Total cash costs/ounce
(net of by-product sales): $670 to $690

After a long, successful history, Peak Mines 
continues to be a strong performer, 
meeting guidance for production in 2012 
and once again extending its mine life. 
Peak began production over two decades 
ago with an eight-year mine life. After a 
long track record of adding to reserves, it 
still has an eight-year mine life with plenty 
of exploration potential remaining.

Peak is an underground gold and copper 
producer located in the Cobar Field of 
central-west New South Wales, Australia.  
In 2012, Peak met guidance for production 
of both gold and copper. This consistent 
performance reflected a combination of 
higher grade and continued increases in 
mill recoveries for both metals. An increase 
in total cash costs, net of by-product sales, 
was due to a combination of lower 
by-product revenues, the appreciation of 
the Australian dollar and general cost 
pressures in Australia.

In 2013, Peak is expected to achieve 
higher gold production, which should be 
driven by higher recoveries and an 
increase in ore tonnes processed, as mill 

throughput benefits from successful 
debottlenecking efforts. Mill capacity is 
also expected to benefit from process 
control improvements in the plant. Copper 
production is expected to remain 
consistent with 2012.

Meanwhile, total cash costs, net of 
by-product sales, are expected to fall, 
reflecting a combination of higher gold 
production, a lower foreign exchange rate 
assumption compared to the 2012 
average, and a lessening of certain 
inflationary pressures in Australia resulting 
from the cancellation, delay or scaling back 
of various large projects in the sector. 

Excellent exploration potential remains. A 
targeted 33,000 metres of exploration 
drilling this year is focused on resource 
delineation and reserves development, 
and on exploring for new resources both 
in and around the existing deposits and 
further out along Peak’s greater claim 
holdings, spanning 70 kilometres of 
prospective terrain. Efforts will include 
drilling programs aimed at extending the 

Great Cobar, Chesney and Perseverance 
resources at depth.

Peak’s 2013 capital estimate of $60 million, 
which is consistent with prior years, 
includes approximately $30 million for 
equipment, mine and mill projects and 
$30 million for underground development 
and capitalized exploration in an effort to 
continue Peak’s long history of reserve 
and resource replacement.

Peak’s long-standing commitment to 
corporate responsibility was exemplified 
once again in 2012 by a strong 
improvement in safety performance  
that resulted in a lost-time injury rate far 
better than the industry average, and  
by being “Highly Commended” for 
Environmental Achievement at the Shire  
of Cobar Business Awards. 

Over the past 21 years, Peak has earned 
a place as a star performer, and with its 
record of replacing mined reserves 
through exploration, year after year, it 
shows no sign of letting up.
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AT-A-GLANCE

El Morro Project
Blackwater

New Afton

Mesquite

Cerro San Pedro

El Morro

Peak Mines

El Morro is an advanced stage, large-
scale gold/copper project located in 
north-central Chile. New Gold is a fully 
carried 30 percent partner in the project 
with Goldcorp Inc., the developer and 
operator, which holds the remaining  
70 percent.

The ultimate size of this resource has yet 
to be determined. During 2012, New 
Gold’s share of the reserves at El Morro 
increased by 0.4 million ounces of gold 
and 229 million pounds of copper. 

Plus, El Morro has terrific upside 
exploration. Two principal zones of gold/
copper mineralization have been identified 
to date: the originally discovered El Morro 
deposit and the La Fortuna deposit, which 
lie about four kilometres apart. 

At present, reserves are entirely located in 
the La Fortuna deposit. Future exploration 
will test the potential to underground  
bulk mine the gold and copper resource 

situated below the current La Fortuna 
open pit and to add additional resources 
at the namesake El Morro deposit. 

El Morro is a truly exciting world-

class asset, whose potential has yet 

to be determined.

A late 2011 feasibility study estimated 
development costs at $3.9 billion, of which 
New Gold’s share is $1.2 billion. New 
Gold’s share is fully funded by Goldcorp at 
a fixed interest rate of 4.58 percent. Once 
production starts, New Gold will repay this 
loan from a portion of its share of cash 
flow, with 80 percent going to carried 
funding repayment and 20 percent to  
New Gold. New Gold shareholders are not 
subject to capital-related outflows for  
El Morro, but they can expect to see cash 
flow from El Morro the day production 
starts. The study also estimated low cash 
costs (net of by-products) of negative  
$700 per ounce of gold. 

Activity at the site has been limited 
recently due to the temporary suspension 
of the project’s environmental permit 
pending resolution by the Chilean 
Environmental Permitting Authority  
of certain deficiencies in consultation 
asserted by a group of indigenous people, 
whose claims were supported by the 
Chilean court. The environmental authority 
began the administrative process to 
address the deficiencies in June and 
consultations are underway with 
anticipated completion by late 2013.  
In the meantime, Goldcorp’s focus is on 
supporting the advancement of the 
consultation process, evaluating future 
exploration targets and optimizing project 
economics, including sourcing of a 
long-term power supply. 

Proven and Probable Reserves: 
(New Gold’s 30 percent share)
Gold: 2.9 million ounces
Copper: 2.1 billion pounds
(Notes to the Mineral Reserve estimates  
begin on page 20.)

Production Estimates: 
(New Gold’s 30 percent share)
Gold: 90,000 ounces
Copper: 85 million pounds
Estimated total cash costs/ounce  
(net of by-product sales): ($700)
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Sustainability

Throughout New Gold, mining responsibly is fundamental to the 

way we do business. Our track record on this front underlies our 

current success and opens doors to future opportunities.

Our commitment to corporate social 
responsibility is set out in our Health, 
Safety, Environment and Corporate Social 
Responsibility Policy. At the Board level, 
the Health, Safety, Environment and 
Corporate Social Responsibility 
Committee provides oversight of our 
progress and adherence to the principles 
of our policy. On the ground, wherever we 
work, the organization, resources and 
commitment of our people are in place to 
implement the policy.

Internationally, New Gold is part of the 
World Gold Council (WGC) Board and a 
signatory to the WGC’s new Conflict-Free 
Gold Standard. New Gold is a participant 
of the United Nations Global Compact 
and has committed to its principles  
in the areas of human rights, labour, 
environment and anti-corruption. 
New Gold is also a signatory to the 
International Cyanide Management Code.

Our aim is to grow together responsibly. 
Actions, of course, are the litmus test of 
our commitments. In 2012, we were 
identified as one of the Top Ten Most 
Sustainable Canadian Mining Companies 
by Corporate Knights, a Canadian 
organization which aims to demonstrate 
how markets can promote social and 
ecological sustainability. We are also 
pleased to report that New Gold’s sites 
continued to receive third-party 
recognition for their performance in 
operating and building mines responsibly, 
with several awards in the past year.

Health and Safety: This past year,  
New Gold management was focused on 
standardizing our health and safety 
practices across all sites, as reflected in 
our appointment of a Director of 
Occupational Health and Safety to our 
team, with a mandate to define, 
implement and monitor company-wide 
systems and standards for accident 
prevention. We achieved considerable 

success. In terms of lost-time incidents 
per 200,000 hours worked, we have seen 
a steady decline, year over year, to a 0.5 
incident frequency in 2012, which is about 
a quarter of the international rate. 

A highlight in 2012 was Cerro San Pedro 
achieving one million hours without a 
lost-time incident. Our objective is to have 
every employee and contractor go home 
safely, every day.

Environment: Our Company applies 
best practices in environmental protection 
at our sites, from baseline studies before 
mining begins, to comprehensive 
management and monitoring programs  
during production, to reclamation 
activities during and after a mine’s life. An 
example is our early-stage work at the 
Blackwater project, where we completed 
all key baseline studies in 2012 which will 
serve as an important benchmark for our 
environmental protection program. 



•  The 2011 Mining & Sustainability Award 
from the British Columbia Ministry of 
Energy, Mines and Natural Gas and the 
Mining Association of British Columbia; 

•  The Corporate Advocate for Aboriginal 
Business Award from the Industry 
Council for Aboriginal Business; and

•  The Viola R. MacMillan Award for 
excellence in mine development from 
the Prospectors and Developers 
Association of Canada.

•  The Northern British Columbia 
Prospector/Developer of the Year Award.

New Afton Blackwater Cerro San Pedro

Peak Mines

•  “Highly Commended” for Environmental 
Achievement at the Shire of Cobar 
Business Awards.

•  The Mexican Mining Chamber 
Recognition for Excellence in Safety; 
and

•  The Corporate Social Responsibility seal 
by the Mexican Center for Philanthropy.
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We are committed to adopting the 
standards of the International Cyanide 
Management Code across our sites, and 
in 2012 received full certification at our 
Mesquite Mine. We are well on our way to 
meeting this objective at Cerro San Pedro 
and at Peak Mines. Another 2012 
environmental highlight: Cerro San 
Pedro’s Environmental Management 
System was recertified as ISO 14001 
compliant for the 2011–2014 period. 

Community: Ensuring that the benefits  
of mining extend to local communities has 
been crucial to our operating success  
so far and will underpin our future 
achievements. Our engagement with  
First Nations at both New Afton and 
Blackwater provides a good example. At 
New Afton, our landmark Participation 
Agreement with the Tk’emlúps and 
Skeetchestn Bands, on whose  

asserted traditional territories the mine 
lies, has proven mutually beneficial and 
we are working diligently to maintain those 
relationships. They provide an excellent 
example of how we do business – a  
great asset in our discussions with the 
Aboriginal groups at Blackwater.

All of our sites are actively engaged with 
local communities, not only providing 
employment and business opportunities 
but supporting local endeavours in the 
fields of health and wellness, education, 
culture and economic diversification. The 
awards our sites received last year and in 
previous years are a testament to the 
success of these efforts. 

New Gold’s Key Objectives for 2013 
include: further reduce reportable 
incidents across all sites by 10 percent, 
develop the New Gold Environment and 
the New Gold Corporate Social 
Responsibility Management Systems, 
achieve full certification or substantial 
compliance with  the International Cyanide 
Management Code at Cerro San Pedro 
Mine and Peak Mines; continue to work 
on the Sustainable Development Program 
for Cerro San Pedro; and continue active 
engagement with First Nations at 
Blackwater and New Afton. 

At New Gold, we believe mining 
responsibly, with all that entails in 
protecting the environment and promoting 
the welfare of our employees and the 
communities where we live and work,  
is an essential component of lasting 
success.
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Summary of Mineral Reserve and Mineral Resource Estimates 

On February 5, 2013, the Company reported consolidated Mineral Reserve and Resource estimates for its mines and development 
projects as at December 31, 2012. A consolidated summary of total gold, silver and copper contained within New Gold’s global 
Mineral Reserves and Resources is set out in the table below. 

New Gold Mineral Reserves and Resources Summary as at December 31, 2012 

 Contained Metal

 Gold Silver Copper 
 Koz Koz Mlbs

MINERAL RESERvES

Proven 2,744 12,110 1,185

Probable 5,008 19,146 2,097

Total Proven & Probable 7,752 31,256 3,282

MINERAL RESOuRCES

Measured 6,789 37,470 2,076

Indicated 14,613  94,377 1,986

Total Measured & Indicated 21,403 131,847 4,061

Inferred 4,383 84,620 1,114

Notes to the Mineral Reserve and Resource estimates begin on page 20.

Mineral Reserves

Mineral Reserve estimates for the Mesquite Mine, Cerro San Pedro Mine, Peak Gold Mines, New Afton Mine and El Morro project as 
at December 31, 2012, are presented in the table below. 

Mineral Reserve Estimates as at December 31, 2012 

 Metal Grade Contained Metal

 Tonnes Gold Silver Copper Gold Silver Copper 
 000s g/t g/t % Koz Koz Mlbs

MESquITE MINE

Proven 13,140 0.68 – – 287 – –

Probable 114,409 0.56 – – 2,055 – –

Mesquite Proven & Probable 127,549 0.57 – – 2,342 – –

CERRO SAN PEDRO ( CSP ) MINE

Proven 21,100 0.52 17.1 – 353 11,600 –

Probable 26,400 0.48 17.4 – 407 14,800 –

Cerro San Pedro Proven & Probable 47,500 0.50 17.3 – 760 26,400 –

PEAK GOLD MINES

Proven 2,109 5.89 7.5 1.08 399 510 50

Probable 2,118 3.82 6.8 1.18 260 466  55

Peak Proven & Probable 4,227 4.85 7.2 1.13 659 976 105

NEW AFTON MINE 

Proven – – – – – – –

Probable 52,500 0.65 2.3 0.93 1,100 3,880 1,080

New Afton Proven & Probable 52,500 0.65 2.3 0.93 1,100 3,880 1,080

EL MORRO PROjECT  10 0% BASIS 30% BASIS

Proven 307,949 0.57 – 0.56 1,705 – 1,135

Probable 335,152 0.37 – 0.44 1,186 –  962

El Morro Proven & Probable 643,101 0.47 – 0.49 2,891 – 2,097

Notes to the Mineral Reserve estimates begin on page 20.
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Mineral Resources

Mineral Resource estimates for the Mesquite Mine, Cerro San Pedro Mine, Peak Gold Mines, New Afton Mine and El Morro project 
inclusive of Mineral Reserves, as well as Mineral Resource estimates for the Blackwater project, as at December 31, 2012, are 
presented in the tables below. 

Measured and Indicated Mineral Resource Estimates (Inclusive of Reserves) as at December 31, 2012 

 Metal Grade Contained Metal

 Tonnes Gold Silver Copper Gold Silver Copper 
 000s g/t g/t % Koz Koz Mlbs

MESquITE MINE 

Measured – oxide 19,100 0.51 – – 313 – –

Indicated – oxide 274,100 0.38 – – 3,349 – –

Mesquite Measured & Indicated – oxide 293,200 0.39 – – 3,662 – –

Measured – non-oxide 4,900 0.88 – – 139 – –

Indicated – non-oxide  96,000 0.61 – – 1,883 – –

Mesquite Measured & Indicated – non-oxide 100,900 0.62 – – 2,022 – –

Mesquite Measured & Indicated 394,100 0.45 – – 5,684 – –

CERRO SAN PEDRO ( CSP ) MINE

Measured – open pit oxide 27,100 0.34 15.0 – 303 13,100 –

Indicated – open pit oxide 49,000 0.24 13.0 – 380 20,480 –

CSP Measured & Indicated – open pit oxide 76,100 0.28 13.7 – 683 33,580 –

Measured – open pit sulphide 15,200 0.47 11.9 – 229 5,800 –

Indicated – open pit sulphide 60,400 0.41  9.6 –  791 18,600 –

CSP Measured & Indicated – open pit sulphide 75,600 0.42 10.1 – 1,020 24,400 –

CSP Measured & Indicated 151,700 0.35 11.9  1,703 57,980 

PEAK GOLD MINES

Measured  2,700 5.74 7.5 1.05 494 650 62

Indicated 3,200 3.75 6.8 1.19 386  700  84

Peak Measured & Indicated 5,900 4.66 7.1 1.13 880 1,350 146

NEW AFTON MINE

A&B Zones

Measured  33,500 0.86 2.9 1.18 929 3,160 873

Indicated 45,900 0.67 2.4 0.89  984 3,530  896

A&B Zones Measured & Indicated 79,400 0.75 2.6 1.01 1,913 6,690 1,769

C-Zone

Measured  400 0.60 1.3 0.73 8 20 6

Indicated 2,900 0.63 1.3 0.68 58 120 43

C-Zone Measured & Indicated 3,300 0.62 1.3 0.68 66 140 49

New Afton Measured & Indicated 82,700 0.74 2.6 1.00 1,979 6,830 1,818

BL ACK WATER PROjECT       

Measured  88,188 0.94 5.2 – 2,670 14,740 –

Indicated 207,958 0.81 6.2 – 5,400 41,450 –

Blackwater Measured & Indicated 296,146 0.85 5.9 – 8,070 56,190 –

CAPOOSE PROPERT y

Indicated 14,200 0.43 20.8 – 196 9,497 –

EL MORRO PROjECT  10 0% BASIS 30% BASIS

Measured – open pit 307,949 0.57 – 0.56 1,705 – 1,135

Indicated – open pit 335,152 0.37 – 0.44 1,186 –  962

El Morro Measured & Indicated – open pit 643,101 0.47 – 0.49 2,891 – 2,097

Notes to the Mineral Resource estimates begin on page 20.
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Inferred Mineral Resource Estimates as at December 31, 2012 

 Metal Grade Contained Metal

 Tonnes Gold Silver Copper Gold Silver Copper 
 000s g/t g/t % Koz Koz Mlbs

MESquITE MINE

Oxides 35,200 0.33 – – 373 – –

Non-oxide 15,700 0.55 – – 278 – –

Mesquite Inferred 50,900 0.40 – – 651 – –

CERRO SAN PEDRO MINE

Oxides 53,400 0.17 9.0 – 300 15,400 –

Sulphides  50,500 0.34 8.5 – 550 13,800 –

Cerro San Pedro Inferred 103,900 0.25 8.8 – 850 29,200 –

PEAK GOLD MINES  1,700 2.64 4.8 1.13 144 261 42

NEW AFTON MINE

A&B Zones 14,900 0.45 2.0 0.65 216 940 212

C-Zone 13,600 0.70 1.5 0.76 307  670 228

New Afton Inferred 28,400 0.57 1.8 0.70 523 1,610 440

BL ACK WATER PROjECT  16,585 0.58 10.8 – 310 5,760 –

CAPOOSE PROPERT y  64,070 0.29 23.2 – 595 47,789 –

 10 0% BASIS 30% BASIS

EL MORRO PROjECT  137,555 0.99 – 0.70 1,310 – 632

Notes to the Inferred Mineral Resource estimates begin below.

Notes to Mineral Reserve and Resource Estimates

Measured and Indicated Mineral Resources that are not Mineral Reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability as defined by a 
technical Feasibility Study. New Gold reports its Measured and Indicated Mineral Resources inclusive of its Mineral Reserves. Inferred 
Mineral Resources are not known with the same degree of certainty as Measured and Indicated Resources, do not have demonstrated 
economic viability, and are exclusive of Mineral Reserves. Mineral Reserves have been estimated and reported in accordance with the 
Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (“CIM”) definition standards and guidelines and NI 43-101.

1. Mineral Reserves for the Company’s mineral properties have been calculated based on the following metal prices and lower 
cut-off criteria:

 Gold Silver Copper 
 uS$/oz uS$/oz uS$/lb Lower cut-off

Mesquite Mine $1,300  – – 0.21 g/t Au – Oxide Reserves 
    0.41 g/t Au – Non-oxide Reserves

Cerro San Pedro Mine $1,300 $24.00 – US$4.33/t NSR

Peak Gold Mines $1,300  $24.00 $3.00 A$120–253/t NSR

New Afton Mine $1,300  $24.00 $3.00 US$24/t NSR

El Morro Project $1,350  – $3.00 0.20% CuEq
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2. Mineral Resources for the Company’s mineral properties have been calculated based on the following metal prices and lower 
cut-off criteria:

 Gold Silver Copper 
 uS$/oz uS$/oz uS$/lb Lower cut-off

Mesquite Mine $1,400 – – 0.12 g/t Au – Oxide Resources 
    0.24 g/t Au – Non-oxide Resources

Cerro San Pedro Mine $1,400 $28.00 – 0.10 g/t AuEq – Open pit oxide Resources 
    0.40 g/t AuEq – Open pit sulphide Resources

Peak Gold Mines $1,400 $28.00  $3.25 A$97–137/t marginal NSR

New Afton Mine $1,400 $28.00 $3.25  0.40% CuEq

El Morro Project $1,500 – $3.50  0.15% CuEq – Measured & Indicated  
    open pit Resources 
    0.20% CuEq – Inferred underground Resources

Blackwater Project $1,400 – – 0.40 g/t AuEq

Capoose Property $1,400 – – 0.40 g/t AuEq

Mineral Resources have been estimated and reported in accordance with CIM definition standards and guidelines and NI 43-101.

3. Mineral Resources are classified as Measured, Indicated and Inferred Resources and are reported based on technical and 
economic parameters consistent with the methods most suitable for their potential commercial exploitation. Where different 
mining and/or processing methods might be applied to different portions of a Mineral Resource, the designators “open pit” and 
“underground” have been applied to indicate envisioned mining method. Likewise the designators “oxide”, “non-oxide” and 
“sulphide” have been applied to indicate the type of mineralization as it relates to the appropriate mineral processing method and 
expected payable metal recoveries. The estimates of Mineral Reserves and Mineral Resources may be mutually affected by 
environmental, permitting, legal, title, taxation, socio-political, marketing and other relevant issues. Additional details regarding 
Mineral Reserve and Resource estimates, classification and reporting parameters for each of New Gold’s mineral properties are 
provided in the respective NI 43-101 Technical Reports which are available on SEDAR.

4. Qualified Person: New Gold’s Mineral Reserve and Resource statements have been reviewed and approved by Mark Petersen, a 
Qualified Person under NI 43-101 and employee of New Gold.

5. The Blackwater Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) is preliminary in nature and includes Inferred Mineral Resources that are 
considered too speculative geologically to have the economic considerations applied to them that would enable them to be 
categorized as Mineral Reserves, and there is no certainty that the PEA based on these Mineral Resources will be realized. 
Mineral Resources that are not Mineral Reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability. This Review includes information 
on New Gold’s PEA with respect to the Blackwater project, which was outlined in the PEA Technical Report filed on October 10, 
2012. As disclosed in the news release, New Gold has, since the date of the PEA, completed a non-material update of the Mineral 
Resource estimate for the Blackwater project. Although the PEA represents useful, accurate and reliable information based on the 
information available at the time of its publication, and provides an important indicator as to the economic potential of the 
Blackwater project, the PEA is based on Mineral Resource estimates with an effective date of July 27, 2012, which do not reflect 
drilling conducted since their effective date, and the PEA does not reflect the latest Mineral Resource estimate discussed in this 
Review. Certain assumptions used in the PEA, some of which relate to the July 27, 2012 Mineral Resource estimate, may have 
changed from those used for the new Resource estimate, causing a variation of parameters. Moreover, the updated Mineral 
Resource estimate may impact how New Gold intends to develop the deposit, including pit outlines, production rates and mine life.
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Corporate Governance

We continue to benefit from the guidance of an exceptional and high-calibre Board of Directors, who differentiate 
us based on their collective experience across various disciplines in this industry. The Board of Directors of 
New Gold has overall responsibility for the conduct of the business and affairs of the Company and considers 
good governance to be an important factor in the effective operation of the Company. The Board’s fundamental 
objectives are to enhance and preserve long-term shareholder value, to ensure that the Company meets its 
obligations on an ongoing basis and that the Company operates in a reliable, safe and responsible manner. In 
performing its functions, the Board also considers the interests that its other stakeholders such as employees, 
customers and communities may have in the Company. In overseeing the conduct of the business, the Board, 
through the Executive Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, sets the standards of conduct for the Company.

At New Gold, we have always believed the Company should be managed in an ethical manner and, as such, we 
have in place a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics for our executives and employees. We also subscribe to the 
principles, including governance standards, set out by major domestic and international bodies such as the  
UN Global Compact on Human Rights.

Randall Oliphant james Estey

David EmersonRobert Gallagher
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Board of Directors

Randall Oliphant  
Randall Oliphant is Executive Chairman of New Gold.  
He is also a director of Franco-Nevada Corporation  
and WesternZagros Resources Ltd. Since 2003,  
Mr. Oliphant has served on the boards of a number of 
public and private companies and not-for-profit 
organizations. From 2006 to 2009, he was Chairman  
of Western Goldfields Inc. 

David Emerson  
The Honourable David Emerson has served as a minister 
in the Government of Canada, including Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, Minister of International Trade and 
Minister of Industry. He has also held a number of  
senior positions in the public service as well as in the 
private sector in British Columbia, and is Chairman of 
Maple Leaf Foods Inc.  

james Estey  
James Estey is the retired Chairman of UBS Canada and 
has over 30 years of experience in the financial markets. 
In 2002 he was appointed President and Chief Executive 
Officer of UBS Securities Canada.  

Robert Gallagher  
Robert Gallagher is the President and Chief Executive 
Officer of New Gold and has worked in the mining 
industry for over 35 years. Before the June 2008 
business combination of Peak Gold, Metallica and  
New Gold, Mr. Gallagher was the President and Chief 
Executive Officer of Peak Gold. 

vahan Kololian  
Vahan Kololian is the founder and Managing Partner of 
TerraNova Partners LP, which invests in the industrial, 
services and resource sectors. He was co-founder  
and President of Polar Capital Corporation and Chairman 
of KK Precision Inc. Mr. Kololian also serves on the 
board of Manicouagan Minerals Inc., a public mineral 
exploration company. 

Martyn Konig  
Martyn Konig has over 30 years of experience in 
investment banking and the commodity markets as  
well as extensive experience in the natural resource 
sector. Mr. Konig is Chief Investment Officer for  
T Wealth Management SA, and was Executive Chairman 
and President of European Goldfields Limited until its 
acquisition by Eldorado Gold Corp. in 2012.

Pierre Lassonde  
Pierre Lassonde is the Chairman of Franco-Nevada 
Corporation. He formerly served as President of 
Newmont Mining Corporation from 2002 to 2006  
and also served as a director and Vice Chairman of 
Newmont until 2007. Previously, Mr. Lassonde served as 
a director and President and Co-Chief Executive Officer 
of Franco-Nevada Corporation. 

Raymond Threlkeld  
Raymond Threlkeld is President and Chief Executive 
Officer of Rainy River Resources Ltd. and has over  
32 years of mineral industry experience. From 2005  
to 2009, Mr. Threlkeld was the Chief Operating Officer  
of Silver Bear Resources Inc. From 2006 to 2009,  
he was the President and Chief Executive Officer of 
Western Goldfields Inc. 

vahan Kololian

Pierre Lassonde Martyn Konig
Raymond Threlkeld
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DIRECTORS

Randall Oliphant  Executive Chairman 

Robert Gallagher  President and Chief Executive Officer 

David Emerson (1), (2)  Corporate Director 

james Estey (2), (3)  Corporate Director 

vahan Kololian (1), (4)  Managing Partner, TerraNova Partners LP 

Martyn Konig (2), (3), (4)  Chief Investment Officer, T Wealth Management SA

Pierre Lassonde (1), (3)  Chairman, Franco-Nevada Corporation 

Raymond Threlkeld (4)  President and CEO, Rainy River Resources Ltd.

Board Committees
(1)  Corporate Governance and Nominating Committee
(2)  Audit Committee
(3)  Compensation Committee
(4)  Health, Safety, Environment and 

 Corporate Social Responsibility Committee

OFFICERS

Randall Oliphant  Executive Chairman 

Robert Gallagher  President and Chief Executive Officer 

Brian Penny  Executive Vice President, Chief Financial Officer 

Brett Gagnon  Vice President, Information Technology 

john Marshall  Vice President, Human Resources 

Ernest Mast  Vice President, Operations 

Armando Ortega  Vice President, Latin America 

Barry O’Shea  Vice President, Corporate Controller 

Mark Petersen  Vice President, Exploration 

Hannes Portmann  Vice President, Corporate Development 

Susan Toews  Vice President, Legal Affairs, Corporate Secretary 

Martin Wallace  Treasurer 

COMPANy INFORMATION

vancouver Office

Two Bentall Centre 

555 Burrard Street, Suite 1800, Vancouver, BC V7X 1M9 

t: +1.604.696.4100 • f: +1.604.696.4110

Toronto Office

Royal Bank Plaza, South Tower

200 Bay Street, Suite 3120, Toronto, ON M5J 2J4

t: +1.416.324.6000 • f: +1.416.324.9494 • tf: +1.888.315.9715

www.newgold.com

ANNuAL GENERAL MEETING

May 1, 2013 at 4:00 PM EDT

St. Andrew’s Club & Conference Centre

150 King Street West, 27th Floor

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Investor Relations

tf: +1.888.315.9715 • f: +1.416.324.9494 • e: info@newgold.com

Media Inquiries

t: +1.416.324.6015 • f: +1.416.324.9494 • e: julie.taylor@newgold.com

Sustainability and Social Responsibility Inquiries

e: sustainability@newgold.com

Transfer Agent

Computershare Investor Services Inc.

tf: +1.800.564.6253 (North America)

t: +1.514.982.7555 (International)

f: +1.604.661.9401

Additional Information

New Gold encourages the electronic delivery of correspondence  

and supports responsible use of forest resources. For any inquiries, 

or to request printed or electronic delivery of correspondence,  

please email us at info@newgold.com. 

Corporate Information
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CAuTIONARy NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

Certain information contained in this Review, including any information relating to New Gold’s future financial or operating performance, may be deemed 
“forward looking”. All statements in this Review, other than statements of historical fact, that address events or developments that New Gold expects 
to occur, are “forward-looking statements”. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not historical facts and are generally, but not always, 
identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “plans”, “expects”, “is expected”, “budget”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “forecasts”, “intends”, 
“anticipates”, “projects”, “potential”, “believes” or variations of such words and phrases or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, 
“could”, “would”, “should”, “might” or “will be taken”, “occur” or “be achieved” or the negative connotation. All such forward-looking statements are 
based on the opinions and estimates of management as of the date such statements are made and are subject to important risk factors and uncertainties, 
many of which are beyond New Gold’s ability to control or predict. Forward-looking statements are necessarily based on estimates and assumptions 
that are inherently subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results, level of activity, performance or 
achievements to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such factors include, without limitation: 
significant capital requirements; fluctuations in the international currency markets and in the rates of exchange of the currencies of Canada, Mexico, the 
United States, Australia, and Chile; price volatility in the spot and forward markets for commodities; impact of any hedging activities, including margin limits 
and margin calls; discrepancies between actual and estimated production, between actual and estimated reserves and resources and between actual 
and estimated metallurgical recoveries; changes in international, national and local government legislation in Canada, Mexico, the United States, Australia, 
and Chile or any other country in which New Gold currently or may in the future carry on business; taxation; controls, regulations and political or economic 
developments in the countries in which New Gold does or may carry on business; the speculative nature of mineral exploration and development, including 
the risks of obtaining and maintaining the validity and enforceability of the necessary licenses and permits and complying with the permitting requirements 
of each jurisdiction that New Gold operates, including, but not limited to: in Canada, obtaining the necessary permits for the Blackwater project; in Mexico, 
where the Cerro San Pedro mine has a history of ongoing legal challenges related to our EIS; and Chile, where the courts have temporarily suspended 
the approval of the environmental permit for the El Morro project; the lack of certainty with respect to foreign legal systems, which may not be immune 
from the influence of political pressure, corruption or other factors that are inconsistent with the rule of law; the uncertainties inherent to current and future 
legal challenges the company is or may become a party to; diminishing quantities or grades of reserves; competition; loss of key employees; additional 
funding requirements; actual results of current exploration or reclamation activities; uncertainties inherent to economic studies in respect of the PEA for the 
Blackwater project; changes in project parameters as plans continue to be refined; accidents; labour disputes; defective title to mineral claims or property 
or contests over claims to mineral properties. In addition, there are risks and hazards associated with the business of mineral exploration, development and 
mining, including environmental hazards, industrial accidents, unusual or unexpected formations, pressures, cave-ins, flooding and gold bullion losses (and 
the risk of inadequate insurance or inability to obtain insurance to cover these risks) as well as “Risk Factors” included in New Gold’s disclosure documents 
filed on and available at www.sedar.com. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance, and actual results and future events could 
materially differ from those anticipated in such statements. All of the forward-looking statements contained in this Review are qualified by these cautionary 
statements. New Gold expressly disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information, events or otherwise, except in accordance with applicable securities laws.

CAuTIONARy NOTE TO u.S. READERS CONCERNING ESTIMATES OF MEASuRED, INDICATED AND INFERRED MINERAL RESOuRCES

Information concerning the properties and operations discussed in this Review has been prepared in accordance with Canadian standards under 
applicable Canadian securities laws, and may not be comparable to similar information for United States companies. The terms “Mineral Resource”, 
“Measured Mineral Resource”, “Indicated Mineral Resource” and “Inferred Mineral Resource” used in this Review are Canadian mining terms as defined in 
accordance with NI 43-101 under guidelines set out in the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (“CIM”) Standards on Mineral Resources 
and Mineral Reserves adopted by the CIM Council on December 11, 2005. While the terms “Mineral Resource”, “Measured Mineral Resource”, “Indicated 
Mineral Resource” and “Inferred Mineral Resource” are recognized and required by Canadian regulations, they are not defined terms under standards of 
the United States Securities and Exchange Commission. Under United States standards, mineralization may not be classified as a “reserve” unless the 
determination has been made that the mineralization could be economically and legally produced or extracted at the time the reserve calculation is made. 
As such, certain information contained in this Review concerning descriptions of mineralization and resources under Canadian standards is not comparable 
to similar information made public by United States companies subject to the reporting and disclosure requirements of the United States Securities and 
Exchange Commission. An “Inferred Mineral Resource” has a great amount of uncertainty as to its existence and as to its economic and legal feasibility. 
It cannot be assumed that all or any part of an “Inferred Mineral Resource” will ever be upgraded to a higher category. Under Canadian rules, estimates 
of Inferred Mineral Resources may not form the basis of feasibility or other economic studies. Readers are cautioned not to assume that all or any part 
of Measured or Indicated Resources will ever be converted into Mineral Reserves. Readers are also cautioned not to assume that all or any part of an 
“Inferred Mineral Resource” exists, or is economically or legally mineable. In addition, the definitions of “Proven Mineral Reserves” and “Probable Mineral 
Reserves” under CIM standards differ in certain respects from the standards of the United States Securities and Exchange Commission.

All dollar amounts are in U.S. dollars unless otherwise indicated.
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The New Gold Investment Thesis

Experienced Board and Management

Fully Funded Company with Strong Balance Sheet

Diversified Asset Base in Mining Friendly Jurisdictions

Organic Growth Opportunities/Metal Optionality

Production Growth/Margin Expansion

Increasing Underlying Asset Value

Multiple Catalysts

Compelling Investment Proposition

vANCOuvER OFFICE

Two Bentall Centre

555 Burrard Street  

Suite 1800

Vancouver, BC V7X 1M9

t: +1.604.696.4100

f: +1.604.696.4110

TORONTO OFFICE

Royal Bank Plaza  

South Tower

200 Bay Street, Suite 3120

Toronto, ON M5J 2J4

t: +1.416.324.6000

f: +1.416.324.9494

INvESTOR RELATIONS

t: +1.888.315.9715

f: +1.416.324.9494

e: info@newgold.com

www.newgold.com

TSX/NYSE MKT:NGD


